
MILOS
 A TASTE OF SOMETHING SPECIAL.
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LEBENSFREUDE LÄSST SICH EINRICHTEN.

> MEHR VIELFALT MIT NUR EINEMKLICK: WWW.GWINNER.DE 
> More variety in a single CliCk: www.gwinner.de 

GWINNER WOHNDESIGN GMBH | HAUPTSTRASSE 70 | D-72285 PFALZGRAFENWEILER 

TELEFON +49 (0) 7445183-0 | FAX +49 (0) 7445183-199 | INFO@GWINNER.DE 



> wall unit MS21-SV Black glass + natural walnut wHd 342/224.4/28.3-49.5 cm.

> High-gloss, deliCate glass fronts combined
with carefully selected real-wood veneers and a strikingly clear design 
– an extravagant combination that is quite simply elegantly understated.
only upon closer inspection will you spot the smaller details that come together
to create the Milos' brilliant design and harmonious overall appearance.

> wall unit MS7 (front cover) white glass + natural walnut wHd 244/178/41.2-49.5 cm.
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> wall unit MS2 Black glass + natural walnut wHd 334/200/41.2-49.5 cm. 
Matching: sideboard MS42 wHd 195.9/94.4/49.5 cm.

> glossy in glass.

// our designers have re-imagined the concept of homely coolness at the highest level of sophistication. as specialists in innovatively 

combining wood and lacquer with metal and glass accents, we have now gone one step further. with the Milos, we are delighted to present you an 
exquisite design concept particularly focussed on glass for the very first time. the interplay between glass and cleverly selected wood accents in 
oak timber or walnut underpins the unique brilliance of this versatile range.
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> wall unit MS1 white glass + natural oak timber wHd 342/200/41.2-49,5 cm.
Matching: Coffee table CT408-85 wHd 85/41/85 cm and Highboard HB1 wHd 106.6/147.2/41.5 cm.
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> an elegant dreaM sHining BrigHt in wHite ...
// ... or better in deep black? regardless of which of the two glossy variants you choose, the Milos impressively integrates pure 
elegance and natural warmth into your modern lifestyle. you will be surprised how perfectly the various components in this exclusive range have 
been matched to one another. let your creativity run free, without having to compromise on design or functionality. 



> Kombination BEXX | Materialbeschreibung und Materialbeschreibung | BHT XXX_XXX_XX cm.
> Kombination BEXX | Materialbeschreibung und Materialbeschreibung | BHT XXX_XXX_XX cm.

> wall unit MS4 white glass + natural walnut wHd 350/178/41.2-49.5 cm.

// BRILLIANT LIGHTING 
Use the latest led lighting technology to create fascinating light effects.

> wall unit MS18 white glass + natural oak timber wHd 353/200/28.3-49.5 cm.

// INVISIBLE SOUND TECHNOLOGY 
even speakers can be hidden behind the sound cover without any loss of sound. 
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> wall unit MS13 white glass + natural walnut wHd 325/200/41.2-49.5 cm.

> yoUr Media experienCe Hidden away disCreetly.

// thrilling entertainment, simply relaxing and checking your emails, listening to music, answering quizzes, gaming, the list goes on and 

on find a home for everything you could possibly need in your multimedia living room – and always be ready for anything. generous storage space and clever 
details such as sound covers, invisible cable management solutions, infrared repeaters for controlling your devices, and an electrical storage compartment make 
the impossible possible. and thanks to our intelligent lighting concept, you can easily create the right atmosphere.
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> Highboard MS41 Black glass + natural walnut wHd each 163.4/94.4/49.5 cm. 
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> a keen sense for sHining solUtions.

// perfectly thought-out down to the last detail – the modular living room system provides harmonious 
solutions for every room. the Milos offers you a range of individual combination options, while also allowing you to make 
spontaneous or planned changes. when combined with different individual pieces, such as sideboards, highboards and lowboards, 
as well as display units, wall units and shelves, you can effortlessly create your own exclusive atmosphere. 

> display cabinet Z11-2 Black glass + natural walnut wHd 65.9/200/41.5 cm.

> Classy details: drawer with black glass front and matching lacquered inner carcase



> dining table ET530-200 natural oak timber + Matt black wHd 200/76/95 cm.
Matching: Chairs LAURA fabric alabama 704 + Matt black
and Highboard MS51 Black    glass + natural oak timber wHd 106.6/147.2/41.5 cm.

> Bring everyone to tHe taBle.

// designed to match the Milos perfectly, your new dining table is not just coveted at mealtimes. it will soon become a much-loved 
meeting point for your friends and family. we have put together a selection from our comprehensive dining table collection that we particularly 
like.
you will, without a doubt, find other dining table variants and ideas in our complete range to create your perfect dining area.
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> dining table ET530-200 natural oak timber + Matt black wHd 200/76/95 cm.
Can be extended by 100 cm on one side using the sliding tabletop extention SA530-200, 
total width 300 cm.

> Chair LAURA fabric alabama 704 + Matt black.



> dining table ET681-180 natural walnut + Matt black wHd 180/76/100 cm. Matching: Bench WIEN leather toledo aubergine + Matt black
and Chair VERENA leather toledo aubergine + Matt black.

> Make yoUrself CoMfortaBle.

// leave your mark in your dining room by choosing your favourites from our chair and bench collection. you will find all 

our chairs to be extremely comfortable – just perfect for whiling away the hours. the same can also be said for our particularly well-matched 
system benches, which can be used to make the most out of all available space. you can really unleash your creative side when it comes to 
choosing matching covers and colours. Choose from 65 fabrics, 18 faux leathers, a selection of buffalo leathers and 22 corrected-grain 
leathers.
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> Chair VERENA leather toledo nebbia + Matt black

> sideboard MS42 Black glass + natural walnut wHd 195.9/94.4/49.5 cm and display cabinet MS61 wHd each 65.9/200/41.5 cm

> dining table ET681-180 natural walnut + Matt black wHd 180/76/100 cm. > Bench WIEN leather toledo aubergine + Matt black.
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> praCtiCal yet eye-CatCHing pieCes

to perfeCtly CoMpleMent yoUr rooM

// we've selected two example coffee tables for you from our comprehensive collection. you can perfectly 
complement the Milos design concept with a classy mix of materials combining glass, wood and metal. why not take a look at our 
separate
coffee table collection brochure and be inspired by our stylish yet practical combinations?

> Coffee table CT408-85 natural oak timber wHd 85/41/85 cm.

> Coffee table CT408-110 natural walnut wHd 110/41/65 cm.



01

01 Back-lit shelf 
02 lacquered exterior carcase with glass cladding
03 led spots offer clever lighting solutions
04 walnut panel with glass shelf
05 functional drawer organiser
06 glass front and oak timber panel
07 transparent glass door with metal
08 glass front with metal handle

02

03 04

MS1 B 342 cm MS2 B 334 cm MS3 B 236 cm MS4 B 350 cm

MS6 B 260 cm

MS22 B 294 cm

MS42 B 195,9 cm

MS14 B 316 cm

MS51 B je 106,6 cm MS61 B je 65,9 cm

MS15 B 342 cm MS16 B 335 cm

MS21 B 342 cm

MS17 B 341 cm MS18 B 353 cm
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MS7 B 244 cm MS13 B 325 cm

05 06

SB5 B 130,9 cm SB7 B 130,9 cm

07 08

HB3 B 106,6 cm

 extraCt froM tHe type list



> QUality sQUared
// Carefully selected wood types transformed into striking veneers.
// delicate glass fronts in black or white.
// High-quality, solvent-free lacquers.
// versatile modular system.
// Modern led lighting technology.
// electrical storage compartment with radio remote control to operate the lighting.
// three-way-adjustable, fast-assembly door hinges, soft-close as standard. 
// drawers are mounted on soft-close, partial-extension Quadro runners.
// High-quality glased metal handles.
// Careful, environmentally friendly production and finishing.
// Made in Baden-württemberg.

0201

04

01 Glas weiß white glass
02 Glas schwarz Black glass
03 Balkeneiche natur* natural oak timber*
04 Nussbaum natur* natural walnut*

*veneer is a unique, natural product. Colour and texture differences 
between display models and brochure images are unavoidable. these are 
authentic features that lend the furniture its natural beauty and 

transform every piece into something unique.
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A

der Deutschen 
Gütegemeinschaft Möbel

EMISSIONSKLASSE

Kastenmöbel / free cabinets 
Hersteller-Nr. / manufacturer-no. 

Kollektion / collection / Modell / model

Prüfnummer / control number

A
B
C
D

Emissionsklasse für Möbel nach den Richt- 
linien der Deutschen Gütegemeinschaft  
Möbel e.V. • emission class for furniture 
according to the guidelines of  
Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel e.V. •  
www.emissionslabel.de

15031

Kollektion 2015/2016

2015031

A

der Deutschen 
Gütegemeinschaft Möbel

EMISSIONSKLASSE

Tische / tables 
Hersteller-Nr. / manufacturer-no. 

Kollektion / collection / Modell / model

Prüfnummer / control number

A
B
C
D

Emissionsklasse für Möbel nach den Richt- 
linien der Deutschen Gütegemeinschaft  
Möbel e.V. • emission class for furniture 
according to the guidelines of  
Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel e.V. •  
www.emissionslabel.de

15031

Kollektion 2015/2016

3015031

> when you pick a Milos, you are choosing quality that has been signed and sealed. gwinner has been a member of the deUtsCHe 
gÜtegeMeinsCHaft MÖBel e.v. (german furniture quality association, dgM) for over 40 years – strict quality conditions, applicable din 
standards and safety regulations all go without saying. our furniture has been awarded the "golden M" – the ral mark of quality. thanks to the 
ral mark of quality, you can be certain that you are purchasing furniture of reliably high quality. tested furniture must be stable, safe, long-lasting 
and well manufactured – and it must not contain any substances that could cause health problems. tested quality, guaranteed safety and healthy 
living are based on the ral-gZ 430 goods and test regulations. the emissions label, also developed by the dgM, gives buyers even more 
reassurance. it provides information on harmful emissions and classifies furniture in emissions classes to offer further protection against health 
problems. gwinner also subjects its furniture to these tests. so far, all tested models have been classified in emissions class a – the best of the 
four possible classes. emissions class a meets the requirements for threshold values as per ral-gZ 430 and the Blue angel requirements 
(ral ZU 19 – derived timber products). further information is available online: www.dgm-moebel.de
furthermore, our dedication to quality can be seen throughout the production process: from choosing the right materials and processing them 
carefully, to the finished product. when manufacturing veneer leaves, we carefully select every tree trunk.
our veneer experts are keen to demonstrate their many years of experience and craftsmanship when choosing and combining veneers. our matt 
silk lacquered surfaces are manufactured using the latest environmentally friendly technology, are durable and meet the requirements for 
environmentally friendly and healthy living. subject to errors, as well as design, colour and material modifications as part of technical progress.

// TAKING SHAPE – PLAN YOUR MILOS IN JUST A FEW MINUTES. 
are you impressed by the Milos but unsure how it will fit with your 
home? Using the professional furnplan planning programme, your 

retailer can recreate your chosen furniture in 3d and colour. or would 
you rather plan your design before visiting a retailer? that's not a 

problem either – download a free version of furnplan from our 

website.

KLIMAPAKT
für die Möbelindustrie
Climate Pact for the furniture industry

Nach den Richtlinien für den Klimaschutz  
der Deutschen Gütegemeinschaft 
Möbel • According to the guidelines 
for climate protection of the DGM • 
www.dgm-klimapakt.de

Hersteller-Nr. / manufacturer-no. 

Prüfnummer / control number

K16-017

16-017-01
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MILOS
GESPÜR FÜR DAS BESONDERE.
A TASTE OF SOMETHING SPECIAL.
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